physical interpretation was provided of the energy functionals and functional derivatives of ground state Kohn-Sham density functional theory [6] (KS-DFT). The above mappings in turn explain the physics underlying all the various [4, 7, 9] Kohn-Sham theory degenerate state energy density and bidensity functionals and of their functional derivatives.
(1) The Q-DFT of the bound individual degenerate pure state is as follows. The Schrödinger equation for a degenerate state whether ground or excited is
Á .X / D E n ‰ n;Á .X /; (A.1)
P 0 i;j .1=jr i r j j/, where ‰ n;Á .X / and E n are a bound degenerate state wave function and energy, n corresponds to the state, and Á D 1; : : : ; g n the degeneracy, X D x 1 ; : : : ; x N , x D r , with the spin coordinate. As the following equations are valid for arbitrary states, we drop the subscript n. andˆÁf i g is the single Slater determinant of the orbitals i .x/. This is the S system wave function. The electron-interaction potential energy v ee;Á .r/ is representative of electron correlations due to the Pauli exclusion principle, Coulomb repulsion, and Correlation-Kinetic effects. Correlation-Kinetic contributions to the potential energy are a consequence of the difference in kinetic energy between the interacting and noninteracting systems. The potential energy v ee;Á .r/ is the work done to move a model fermion in the force of a conservative field F Á .r/:
where F Á .r/ D E ee;Á .r/ C Z t c ;Á .r/. The fields E ee;Á .r/ and Z t c ;Á .r/ are not necessarily conservative. Their sum always is. The electron-interaction field E ee;Á .r/ is representative of the Pauli and Coulomb correlation: E ee;Á .r/ D e ee;Á .r/= Á .r/, where the electron-interaction "force" e ee;Á .r/ is obtained via Coulomb's law as e ee;Á .r/ D R dr 0 P Á .rr 0 /.r r 0 /=jr r 0 j 3 , where P Á .rr 0 / D< ‰ Á j O P .rr 0 /j‰ Á >,
with O P .rr 0 / D P 0 i;j ı.r r i /ı.r 0 r j /. Equivalently, the field E ee;Á .r/ may be thought as being due to its quantal source, the pair-correlation density g Á .rr 0 / D P Á .rr 0 /= Á .r/. The Correlation-Kinetic field Z t c ;Á .r/ D Z s;Á .r/ Z Á .r/, Z Á .r/ D z Á .rI OE Á /= Á .r/, Z s;Á .r/ D z s;Á .rI OE s;Á /= Á .r/, and where Z Á .r/ and Z s;Á .r/ are the interacting and S system kinetic fields, respectively. The kinetic force z Á .r/ is defined by its component z Á;˛D 2 Pˇ@ t˛ˇ=@rˇ, with t˛ˇ.r; OE Á / D 1 4 OE@ 2 =@r 0 @r 00 C @ 2 =@r 0 @r 00 Á .r 0 r 00 /j r 0 Dr 00 Dr the kinetic energy density tensor. The source of the kinetic field Z Á .r/ is the spinless single particle density matrix where T s;Á D hˆÁf i gj O T jˆÁf i gi is the S system kinetic energy, and the electroninteraction E ee;Á and Correlation-Kinetic T c;Á energies in terms of the respective fields are
and
These expressions are independent of whether the fields E ee;Á .r/ and Z t c ;Á .r/ are conservative or not. The S system whereby the density and total energy equivalent to that of the interacting system degenerate state Á is defined by (A.2)-(A.4) and (A.7). Irrespective of whether the interacting system is in a ground or excited state, the S system may be constructed to be either in a ground or excited state. Since the electroninteraction field remains unchanged, the difference between the corresponding potential energies is independent of the Pauli principle and Coulomb repulsion and due entirely to the corresponding correlation-kinetic fields Z t c ;Á .r/. Hence, the potential energy v ee;Á .r/ is different depending on whether the S system is in a ground or excited state. In either case, the highest occupied eigenvalue of the S system differential equation is the negative of the ionization potential. This follows by equating the asymptotic structure of the density for the interacting and S systems (see Sect. 3.7).
In the transformation from an excited pure degenerate state to an S system in its ground state, the fact that the interacting system wave function has nodes is of no relevance. By construction, the S system and interacting system density .r/ are equivalent, and the density .r/ 0. Such a mapping for an excited pure nondegenerate state is demonstrated in [10, 11] and in QDFT.
(2) We next describe the first of two ways of obtaining the ensemble density and energy of the degenerate states via Q-DFT. The interacting system ensemble density matrix operator
where ! Á is a weighting factor, and g the degeneracy. Then the ensemble density ens .r/ and energy E ens are, respectively,
with Á .r/ and E Á as defined previously. (There are ensemble densities that cannot be represented by a single Slater determinant. However, its pure state component density can always be reproduced by an S system.) For each degenerate state Á, the density Á .r/ and energy E Á can be constructed from an S system as described in part (1) . Thus, the ensemble density and energy of (A.11) and (A.12) may be obtained from g S-systems. Each S system contributing to the ensemble density may be in a ground or excited state. Note that the electron-interaction potential energy v ee;Á .r/ for each of the g S-systems will be different. Further, v ee;Á .r/ will be different depending on whether the particular S system is in a ground or excited state as explained previously. Thus, the ensemble density and energy within Q-DFT are obtained by replacing the Á .r/ and E Á on the right-hand sides of (A.11) and (A.12) by the corresponding S system equivalents of (A.3) and (A.7), respectively.
(3) The ensemble density and energy may also be determined from a noninteracting fermion system whose orbitals could be degenerate as constructed within Q-DFT. According to Chayes et al. [5] , the ground state ensemble density may be determined as a unique weighted sum of squares of a finite number g of degenerate wave functions of this system. The potential energy v ee .r/ of these noninteracting fermions is then determined via Q-DFT as follows. Rewrite the interacting and noninteracting system "Quantal Newtonian" first laws of (A.5) as where Q.r/ D OE P g ÁD1 ! Á q Á .r/= ens .r/. Thus, the electron-interaction potential energy v ee .r/ is the work done in the conservative field Q.r/:
Note that the components q Á .r/ are conservative so that Q.r/ is conservative, and hence v ee .r/ is path-independent. For the occupation of orbitals we follow Ullrich-Kohn [4] . Accordingly, all levels are occupied except the highest (h) which is q-fold degenerate and partially occupied. The numbers of the model fermions in these levels are N h Ä 2q. The ensemble density which is a weighted sum of the degenerate Slater determinants is
.xI R/ occurs in the determinantˆÁf i g, and 0 otherwise. Here the h i .xI R/ are appropriately rotated .R/ orbitals determined self-consistently together with the f i and the lower lying orbitals leading to the ensemble density. The ensemble energy is obtained from the g Slater determinants as in part (2) . Once again for an excited state ensemble density, the corresponding noninteracting system may be in a ground or excited state.
Note that the methodology of construction of the g S-systems of part (2) also follows from (A.15). We believe that it is easier to construct the g S-systems of part (2) than it is to construct the single noninteracting system of part (3). This is because each of the g S-systems may be constructed independently.
The Q-DFT mapping from a pure degenerate excited state to an S system can be demonstrated via the first excited triplet state of the exactly solvable Hooke's atom [12] . This atom is comprised of two electrons with a harmonic external potential energy v.r/ D 
where Y l;m .Â; / is the spherical harmonic with l D 1; m D 1; 0; 1; r D r 2 r 1 ; R D .r 2 C r 1 /=2, and C 0 ; C 1 ; C 2 ; C 3 are constants. For each degenerate wave function, the corresponding S system, in either a ground or excited state, can be determined in a manner similar to the transformation of the first excited singlet state [10, 11] (see QDFT). The ensemble density of these degenerate states then follows from the three S systems. (Note that the ensemble density for this two electron model is v-representable. However, the methodology for constructing the g S-systems is the same whether or not the density is v-representable.) Another example is that of the noninteracting Be atom [4] . Here the ensemble density, which is not v-representable, is the weighted sum of the density of four S systems in the states 1s 2 2s 2 , 1s 2 2p 2 i .i D x; y; z/. This latter model atom is also an example [4] of the noninteracting fermion system that leads to the ensemble density with appropriately rotated highest occupied orbitals.
From the above degenerate state Q-DFT description it is then possible to provide a rigorous physical interpretation for each energy functional and functional derivative of the corresponding KS-DFT. Within KS-DFT, the following cases have been considered: the mapping from (a) a pure degenerate ground state [7] ; (b) a pure degenerate excited state [8] . In addition, maps to obtain the density and energy constructed from (c) an ensemble of pure degenerate ground states [4] and (d) an ensemble of pure degenerate excited states [9] have been developed. For case (a), the energy is a functional of the degenerate ground state density; for (b), the energy is a bidensity functional of the ground and excited state densities, with the functional derivative taken at the excited state density; for (c), the energy, which is a functional of the ground state ensemble density, is constructed by the ensemble generalization of the coupling constant scheme; and for (d) the energy is also a bidensity functional, in this instance of the ground state and excited state ensemble densities, with the functional derivative taken at the ensemble density.
In each of the above cases, the local potential energy of the model fermion is the work done in a conservative field. The energy in turn may be expressed in terms of the components of this field. Thus, for example, the KS-DFT degenerate ground state electron-interaction energy functional E KS ee OE ens [4] of the ensemble density is the ensemble sum of the electron-interaction E ee;Á and Correlation-Kinetic T c;Á energies. The functional derivative is the work done to move the model fermion in the conservative field Q.r/. The same interpretation applies to the bidensity energy functional E KS ee OE gr ; ens [9] of degenerate excited state KS-DFT, and of its functional derivative.
Appendix B

Generalization of the Runge-Gross Theorem of Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory
In this Appendix we generalize [1] the fundamental theorem of time-dependent (TD) density functional theory due to Runge and Gross [2] (RG) by a unitary or gauge transformation.
For a system of N electrons in a TD external field 
where O .r/ D P i ı.r r i / is the density operator. The RG theorem is proved for the Hamiltonian O H .Rt/ of (B.2). It is proved on the assumption that the scalar operator v.rt/ is Taylor expandable about some initial time t 0 . Furthermore, in the proof, the operators O T and O W , and the initial many-particle state ‰.t 0 /, are assumed known and kept fixed.
For fixed O T , O W , and ‰.t 0 /, RG prove that the relationship between the density .rt/ and the external potential energy operator v.rt/ to within a function C.t/ is bijective: .rt/ $ v.rt/ C C.t/. Thus, knowledge of the density .rt/ of a system uniquely determines a Hamiltonian O H .Rt/ to within C.t/, and therefore via solution of the TD Schrödinger equation, the wave function ‰.t/. As a consequence of the bijectivity, the wave function is a functional of the density unique to within an arbitrary time-dependent phase factor˛.t/. Hamiltonians that differ by C.t/ are considered equivalent in the sense that they lead to the same density .rt/.
The TD unitary operator U we employ is
so that the transformed wave function
and the transformed density
The unitary transformation thus preserves the density. The transformed Schrödinger equation is
where the Hamiltonian O H 0 .Rt/ of the transformed system is
(Note that for the transformed system, the initial state and other boundary conditions too are transformed.) The solution of the commutator of (B.8) is the same as given in Sect. 4.3.1. Thus, the transformed Hamiltonian
where O p i D i r i is the momentum operator, and where the vector potential energy operator is defined as
The transformed Hamiltonian may also be written as
where
Note that as is the case for the Hamiltonian O H .Rt/ of (B.2), there is no magnetic field in the transformed Hamiltonian O H 0 .Rt/. The vector potential energy operator O A i as defined above is curl-free.
That O H .Rt/ and O H 0 .Rt/ represent the same physical system may also be seen by performing the following gauge transformation of In quantum mechanics it is well known [3] that the more general gauge transformation above with nonzero magnetic field B leaves the Schrödinger equation invariant provided the wave functions of the original and transformed Hamiltonians are related by the gauge transformation˛.Rt/ of (B.5).
The Hamiltonian O H 0 .Rt/ of (B.9), (B.10) is the most general form of the Hamiltonian for which the RG theorem is valid. It includes the scalar potential energy operator v.r i t/, the TD function C.Rt/ D d˛.Rt/=dt, the momentum operator O p i , and the TD curl-free vector potential energy operator O A i D r i˛. Rt/. Pictorially the bijectivity of the RG Theorem in its general form is depicted in Fig. B It is also clear from the unitary or gauge transformation that in the general case the wave function ‰.X t/ must be a functional of both the density .rt/ and the gauge function˛.Rt/ i.e., ‰.X t/ D ‰OE .rt/I˛.Rt/. This functional dependence of the wave function functional on the gauge function˛.Rt/ ensures that it is gauge variant.
Since the bijectivity is between the density .rt/ of a system and the Hamiltonians representing the same physical system (see Fig. B.1) , the choice of gauge function is arbitrary. Thus, the choice˛.Rt/ D 0 is equally valid. Thus, in the RG case, the choice of˛.t/ D 0 leads to a wave function functional that can be a functional only of the density .rt/.
In the RG case, Fig. B.1 shows that the bijectivity is between the density .rt/ and the infinite number of Hamiltonians O H .Rt/ C C.t/ representative of a physical system. Thus, the density uniquely determines the system Hamiltonian to within a function C.t/. It is, however, possible to construct [ [4] , QDFT] an infinite set of degenerate Hamiltonians f O H g that differ by a function C.t/, represent different physical systems, but yet possess the same density .rt/. In such a case, the density .rt/ cannot distinguish between the different physical systems. For such systems, the RG theorem is not valid. (See Corollary to the RG theorem in QDFT.)
Finally, as a consequence of the unitary or gauge transformation, the following hierarchy exists in the fundamental theorem of density functional theory (see In this Appendix, we derive [1] the analytical asymptotic structure of the Correlation-Kinetic potential energy W t c .r/ in the classically forbidden region of atoms. The derivation is in the framework of quasi-particle amplitudes as described by Almbladh and von Barth [2] .
In second quantized notation, the single-particle density matrix .xx 0 / is
where jN i is the N -electron ground state wave function, .x/, .x/ are respectively, the annihilation and creation field operators, and x D r . By inserting the complete set of the .N 1/-electron system eigen states fjN 1; sig into (C.1) we have
where the matrix elements
are the quasi-particle amplitudes. These amplitudes are the interacting system counterparts of the one-electron orbitals of the noninteracting S system. Following Almbladh and von Barth, the differential equation for these amplitudes is
(see (7.23) ) is an exact one-particle excitation energy, 
and O r D r=r. (In the asymptotic region, (C.5) and (7.22) are equivalent.) Equation (C.5) is the same as that derived by Almbladh and von Barth, but carried further to include the quadrupole moment term.
As we have seen in Chap. 7, to study the asymptotic structure of v ee .r/ to 0.1=r 5 /, it is necessary to include the quadrupole term in the expansion of the Coulomb interaction. However, as also shown there, there is no quadrupole contribution of 0.1=r 5 / to the asymptotic structure of v ee .r/. Thus, in the derivations to follow, we drop the quadrupole terms, while simultaneously bearing in mind that the results are correct to 0.1=r 5 /. Following the same arguments as those below (7.24), we then have asymptotically
is an excitation energy of the .N 1/-electron system. This, of course, is the same as (7.26) but without the quadrupole moment term.
Substituting for f s .x/ from (C.11) into (C.2), we obtain 5 : (C.17)
As the .N 1/-electron system is spherically symmetric, the coefficient ˛ˇi s diagonal, ˛ˇD ı˛ˇ . Hence, the interacting system density matrix may be written as .xx 0 / r;r 0 !1
Next we determine the asymptotic structure of the kinetic-energy-density tensor t˛ˇ.rI OE / of (2.54): 
As the quasi-particle amplitude and wave function expansion methods are equivalent, we know from the derivation in QDFT that the asymptotic structure of f 0 .x/ depends only on r (see also [1-5]] ). This structure is We next need to determine the kinetic-energy-density tensor t s;˛;ˇ. rI OE s / of the S system. The asymptotic structure of the density .r/ and Dirac density matrix s .rr 0 / are governed by the highest occupied eigenfunction N .x/ of the S system differential equation. The diagonal element of the density matrix .rr 0 / is then .r/ r!1
so that asymptotically
As such, asymptotically,
The S system kinetic-energy-density tensor t s;˛;ˇ. r/ which is defined as 
where (3.21)
with s .rr 0 / the Dirac density matrix (3.12), and .r/ D s .rr/ the density. Employing the identity i r r r D @=@r, the radial component of the Pauli field is
The spheral average of this radial component is then
which is spherically symmetric. For closed shell atoms, this is automatically the case. In the central field model of atoms, the single particle orbitals may be written as
where R nl .r/ is the radial part of the orbital and Y lm .Â /, the angular part, is the spherical harmonic of order (lm).
The Fermi hole x .rr 0 / of (D.2) is then
and the density .r/ is
Employing the expansion
where r < .r > / is the smaller (larger) of jrj and jr 0 j, the expression for the electric field becomes
Using the orthonormality condition of the spherical harmonics, which is
and the coupling rule for the spherical harmonics, which is [2]
where C are the Clebsch-Gordan [2] coefficients, the integrals over the solid angles in (D.10) which are complex conjugates of each other are
(D.13)
Substituting for these integrals, the expression for the spherically averaged field becomes
For closed-subshell atoms, an occupancy of .2l C 1/ is assumed in the above expression for the electric field. For open-subshell atoms, a partial occupancy of N l =.2l C 1/, where N l is the number of electrons in the subshell, should be used. Since the field E x;r .r/ is spherically symmetric, its curl vanishes. Hence, the work done W x .r/ in this field is path-independent, spherically symmetric, and given by the integral
With the expressions for the density .r/ of (D.8) and the spherically averaged field E x;r .r/ of (D.14), the Pauli energy E x may then be obtained from (3.47) .
Appendix E Equations of the Irrotational Component Approximation as Applied to the Carbon Atom
In this appendix the analytical and integral expressions of the Irrotational Component Approximation as applied to the Carbon atom in its 1s 2 2s 2 2p
2 z degenerate state are given [1] . The orbitals employed are Hydrogenic as given by (12.6) . To simplify the expressions we define q D .rÂ/; q 0 D .r
0 /, and f 2 .qq 0 / up to f 5 .qq 0 / are defined as
The various vector dot products employed in the expressions are
E.1 Electron Density .r/
The electronic density The Fermi hole (without the negative sign)
is independent of the azimuthal angles and 0 so that
The Pauli field E x .r/ due to the Fermi hole x .qq 0 / of (E.17):
has azimuthal symmetry and does not have an azimuthal component. Thus
E.5 Scalar Effective Fermi Hole
The curl of the Pauli field E x .r/ of (E.23) also has azimuthal symmetry but only an azimuthal component:
The vector vortex Fermi hole
x .r/ of the Pauli Field E x .r/ As with the Pauli field E x .r/, its irrotational component
has azimuthal symmetry, and only radial and theta components:
also has azimuthal symmetry and only radial and theta components:
where 
Appendix F Ground State Properties of the Helium Atom as Determined by the Kinoshita Wave Function
The Kinoshita [1] wave function for the ground state of the Helium atom, and various properties determined [2] from it are given in this appendix. 
and the terms w k are
(F.20)
(F.30) where
and for k D 2; : : : ; 12:
(F.37) where h D . The expressions for s; a; b and w k are the same as those given previously, but with r 2 replaced by r 0 . 
F.5 Coulomb Potential Energy
